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Once they purchased the ranch, the family was again guided by patience; it would
be another 20 years until they built the main
home. But in the meantime, they bought an
additional 40 acres and built a structure with
an apartment to serve as ranch headquarters
and a place to stay during visits. They worked
on rehabilitating the land, wetlands, and existing buildings, and put the property under
conservation easement, slowly turning it into
a sanctuary where they, along with their five
children, 12 grandchildren, and many friends,
could escape the hustle and bustle of the city.
“The theory was that we would build the
main home when I retired,” the husband says.
“We started thinking about concepts and ripping pictures out of magazines; we did this for years, and let it percolate.”
“But he didn’t retire!” the wife adds.
Eventually, with grandchildren on the scene, the couple decided to build. They settled on JLF +
Associates, a firm known for its innovative rustic mountain homes. “We were interested in using old
and natural materials, and blending in,” the husband says. “We didn’t want a gargantuan structure that
sticks out; we wanted it to be unique and fit our needs, but also complement this beautiful landscape.”
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above & below: The
glass- and steel-lined
bridge that connects the
two parts of the home is a
favored interior hang-out
spot, featuring a dining
and sitting area, a game
table, and a small office.

Restoring Tranquility
A family turns a Madison Valley ranch into a sanctuary
started looking into buying a ranch in the Rockies, they wrote down a checklist of specific
criteria to have on hand during the search. But in the end, it was
patience and intuition that really guided the way. “We knew we
didn’t have to have a ranch, and so patience provided the opportunity to better understand what we wanted,” the husband says. “We
knew we wanted something with character, and that we would
know it when we saw it.”
Ten years later, standing on a deteriorating Madison Valley
ranch, looking out at Ennis Lake and the Madison range, they
knew they’d found it. The property was full of character: The
existing structures included a dilapidated 1863 pioneer cabin and
a granary, and the land varied from forest to pasture with coulees,
gullies, water features, and a 2,000-foot change in elevation from
one end to the other.
W hen a Chicago, Illinois-ar ea family
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P h o t o g r a p h y b y a u d r e y h a ll

Above: The rustic
mountain home
faces out toward
a stocked pond,
with views of
Ennis Lake and the
Madison Range in
the distance.
Below: The homeowners appreciate
storied display
pieces, such as
this limited-edition
plaque, released
by the Montana
Historical Society
for the Lewis and
Clark bicentennial,
that they had built
into a wall.
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The end result was a one-of-a-kind design with a mountain rustic aesthetic and a contemporary edge. “I needed to
contrast the idea of a mountain house tucked in the woods
with the idea that these people were eclectic, there was
something contemporary about them,” explains JLF senior
design principal Paul Bertelli.
When they decided on a building site near a wetland area, Bertelli and his team, which included partner
Jake Scott and project manager Shawn Lund, proposed a
glass- and steel-lined bridge over a creek to connect two
living spaces while also serving as a link between classic and contemporary designs. On one end sits a modern
reclaimed wood-sided building that houses the master
bedroom, and on the other is a stone-based structure with
guest bedrooms and the main living spaces. In order to
accomplish this, On Site Management (OSM), built foun-

apart, with the bridge, reduces the mass,” Bertelli explains.
“And when you pull it apart you can use different materials.” The roofs differ in materials and colors, just as the siding does, yet it all comes together well, appearing weathered, somewhat historic, and fresh at the same time.
“It looks like it’s been there forever,” Bertelli says. “There
was attention to detail, a stone wall that looks like a stacked
stone wall. All of that lends an air of authenticity and timelessness, which are consistent themes for people who come
to us.”
OSM has collaborated with JLF many times over the
years, and is accustomed to the architects’ clever use of
materials. “Too many materials can look like a patchwork
quilt,” says Belschwender, “but JLF understands how to
complement the different parts of the project through different materials, trying to emulate different parts of history or

The wing of the home with barnwood siding sets the master bedroom
apart from the other living spaces.

above left: When the homeowner fell in love with a copper and steel

dations on either side of the creek.
“We built a temporary bridge across the stream so
we could build the master portion, and then built two
foundations on either side,” says OSM general manager
and principal Peter Belschwender. “Normally, we would
have just poured the whole foundation, so the sequencing
became a little trickier in this type of situation.”
The bridge is lined with floor-to-ceiling glass panels
that open to create a link to the outdoors. It’s where the
family spends most of their time when indoors.
“You can hear the creek running,” the husband says.
“And there’s also a small office along one wall, a dining
room, and a sitting room with a game table.”
While the interior feels spacious at 5,000 square feet,
the exterior appears modest in size. “Our way to pull it
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range hood from a magazine, designer Catherine Lane had it custom built
in Montana. left: Lane had many of the lighting fixtures custom made,
along with a painting of one of the homeowners’ favorite places, the Grand
Canyon of the Yellowstone, by Gardiner, Montana, wildlife artist Todd Fredericksen. above:The homeowners’ gun collection lines the entrance to the
wine cellar.

functions over time.”
With their own log yard and a wood purchaser on
staff, OSM provided everything from the exterior reclaimed
wood to the wood used for doors and cabinets. “That’s all
come about because of the architectural demand for a continuity of materials,” Belschwender explains. “We’re typically looking for specific materials that complement the others, trying to provide that storyline of the house.”
When it came to the interiors, the couple worked with
Catherine Lane, of Catherine Lane Interiors, who used local
artisans to make custom pieces and hunted down other

The rustic materials used, such as the wood on the walls of the master bedroom,
serve as design elements in their own right, leaving little need for artwork.

pieces that aligned with the couple’s existing collection of art
and artifacts. Unique touches are sprinkled throughout, such
as a Lewis and Clark plaque that’s built into one wall, 250 million-year-old fossils in another, and a custom totem pole.
“What stands out is the simplicity of the interiors, and
with the natural materials, like rock walls, there’s not a lot
of wall space for art,” Lane says. “We had a lot of custom
light fixtures made, which was fun and made the space more
beautiful.”
However, the house remains but one part of the ranch.
The family spends most of their time in the outdoors, whether
they’re fly fishing on a local river or the stocked ponds, hiking, horseback riding, kayaking, or clay shooting. They also
seek solace in the outdoor spaces with numerous hammocks
placed about, and six different grills set up in favorite picnicking locations.
For this family, it seems that patience paid off. From a
ranch that was falling into disrepair, they’ve created a place to
relax and unwind, and also a place for their kids and grandkids to explore, stargaze, and experience nature away from the
big city.
“It’s about a dream that’s turned into a legacy and a
property that’s turned into a sanctuary,” says the husband.
“It’s about tranquility, a space that is quite peaceful, and
restorative. It provides a different perspective, and there’s
nothing like watching the other generations enjoy that.”
Corinne Garcia is the managing editor for Big Sky Journal
and Western Art & Architecture, and also a Bozeman, Montana-based freelance writer.
Photographer Audrey Hall is known for her poignant landscapes and ethereal equine images. She keeps one toe in Montana
and another in Sante Fe.
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